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Land/Development

252 Cosy Corner Road, Kronkup, WA 6330

0.60ha (1.47 acres)
(approx)
Land Area:

Sold

Sold: {0}

Property Description

Developers... take note!

While world class National Park views over an exquisite beach, rolling kangaroo filled
pastures, iconic wind farm and the rugged Albany coastline would normally suggest a hefty
price tag for development ready land, you are about to get a pleasant surprise.

These two sizable blocks are up for sale zoned Motel for with a price tag not dissimilar to a
residential block in the burbs!

These two parcels of land are up for grabs as an urgent sale, and represent an incredible
opportunity to create an innovative and awe inspiring accommodation development that will
attract the masses to this incomparable coastal holiday zone.

There are two options for your new accommodation complex design.

Lot 14 is a rolling fully cleared field of 5,231 square metres and tucks in beside existing
holiday units and modern apartments that grace the area.
The feeling of space, fresh air and oneness with the environment here is palpable.

You can imagine uniquely designed cottages fitting in seamlessly here against the simply
beautiful native backdrop that surrounds the block. With Motel zoning, there is the
possibility of also creating a bespoke supplement to existing accommodation in the area
such as a caravan park, with council approval.

Whatever your grand ideas are for the development, you can be sure that with an
environment so breathtakingly beautiful, the right build with the right marketing will become
a drawcard for those seeking calm, rejuvenation and unspoilt landscapes.

Lot 15 is the piece de resistance of venues for a soulful bush retreat.

Stretching as far as the eye can see amongst lush native bushland, the blocks elevation
creates unique opportunity for stilted designs that are at one with the surrounding nature
and are able to take in the precious ecosystem and coastal views which lay out like an
artwork before it.

With 5,964 square metres to play with, the opportunity exists to create tranquil retreats,
taking heed of the successes of such hideaways that are so sought after throughout the
South West.

Such a build would be the perfect opportunity to capitalize on the huge trend towards eco-
friendly accommodation and returning to ones roots away from the hustle and bustle of day
to day life.
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Cosy Corner has always been a holiday hub for locals and visitors to the region alike.
Young and old flock to the area in the summer months to soak up the sunshine on the
glorious white sand beach, take a dip in the faultless and ...
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